
Toilet Roll Caterpillar 

Materials Required:  

1.  6 toilet rolls per child 
2.  Scissors 
3.  Punch 
4.  Stapler 
5.  Pipe cleaners 
6.  Googly eyes 
7.  Glue stick 
8.  Paint brush 
9.  Neon tempura paint 
10.  Jar of water 
11.  Hand towel, to dry the brush and to 

clean painted fingers 
12.  Wool 
13.  Embroidery needle 
14.  Straws & beads 
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Class prep: 

o  Prepare the toilet rolls & straws (see 
pg. 2). 

o  Prepare each workstation with: toilet 
rolls, punch & stapler. 

o Do not set out the paint brushes, 
paint & water (the kids will make a 
mess), scissors & needles (dangerous) 
and googly eyes, straws & beads 
(choking hazard). Bring these out 
when needed. 
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Cut the toilet rolls in half 
(each child gets 12 half 
toilet rolls). Cut the 
straws into small pieces 
(+-2cm). 

Paint. 

1 This is where the class 
begins: Punch 2 holes 
into 1 of the pieces 
(parents assist). This will 
be the head. 

2 Staple the other 11 
pieces together in a line 
(parents assist).  

3 

4 5 6 Thread the pipe cleaner 
through the 2 holes and 
tie a knot to keep it in 
place. These are the 
antennae. 

Staple the head on top of 
the last roll. Make sure 
the 2 holes are at the top. 

Prepare this part before the class begins 
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Tie a long piece of wool 
onto the front roll (the 
one below his head). 

7 

8 Tie the other end of the 
wool onto an 
embroidery needle. 
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Glue the googly eyes 
onto his face. 

Thread some beads & 
bits of straw onto the 
wool before you tie it 
closed (this is great for 
developing hand-eye 
coordination). 

10 

Tie a loop at the end. 11 Pull your pet 
caterpillar around and 
introduce him to all 
your friends! 

12 


